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PREFACE
The network is not everything but without the network all is nought
Dear customers,
dear business partners,
dear interested readers,
In public discussions about topics such as the Internet of Things,

comprehension of the respectively implemented automation techno-

Industry 4.0 or the Smart Factory, the approach is often quite global

logies. However, even the day of a maintenance engineer only has

and queries, for example, how digitalisation in the industrial area

24 hours and the scope of tasks grows by the same degree as the

can be brought to success, which interfaces are necessary between

complexity of the technology. Thus the need for service increases,

different protocols and levels, and how all this can be integrated

for instance to ensure durable stable fieldbuses and networks. Last

into the corresponding reference architecture. Though rarely the

year the illustrated team of measurement engineers was on the road

question is asked: How does the reality of the operators and main-

a total of 547 times all across Germany to check the quality of the

tenance engineers of machines and plants for industrial production

data communication in the production networks of customers from

change by the technological advance?

the most varied industries.

Indu-Sol GmbH has repeated a non-representative survey for that at

VORTEX 2018 summarises the findings of that compactly and thus

maintenance level recently which it had conducted in like manner

provides a current report on the status of the industrial networks.

already ten years ago. The participants should name the tasks that

Based on the collected findings, forecasts can be derived for future

they are involved in the most during their daily work. In 2007, the

developments of network structures in the automation field and the

most common answers were „Acknowledge emergency off“, „Check

challenges they bring. Enjoy reading!

power input“ and „Check drives“ − the network was perceived to rank
at 25th place. Ten years later the network rose, however, already to
the 4th place in priority list!

With best regards
The technical service personnel in manufacturing companies in-

René Heidl,

creasingly recognise though the necessity to build up a thorough

Director of Technology & Support Indu-Sol GmbH
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INSIGHT
Measurement engineer − a job that knows no daily routine
”Gathered experience notwithstanding, there are always unique
cases. During a service call, we discovered the following error
symptom: In a high bay warehouse, communication was established by using a data light barrier. The PROFIBUS devices
behind it failed at irregular intervals. We were on-site for measurements for half a week but no plausible error symptom could
be found. Then luck helped us out: We watched as a bird occasionally flew through the transmission path and interrupted the
communication…“
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TYPE OF CALL
The challenge of “SOS missions” and how it can be avoided
Around the world, fieldbuses and networks control automated processes in most varied industrial fields. However, sufficient service
is not available everywhere to make maintenance possible that is
tailored to suit the market‘s needs. This is quite necessary though
− in particular the sense of quick reaction times in case of malfunctions. Even though there is a steadily growing number of international partner companies, numerous requests for measurement services
reach Indu-Sol from foreign countries every year. Simply for these
inspections to evaluate the communication quality in networks of
customers outside of Germany, the effort amounted to nearly 1,000
man-hours in 2017  −   travel time was not even included. In particular
in cases in which there were no early-warning systems for identification of weak spots and an unplanned production interruption
occurred, so-called “SOS missions” became necessary for a quick
troubleshooting.
Learning from experiences with PROFIBUS, various industries, foremost automotive, have recognised the necessity of preventive measurements (for instance calibrations) or monitoring equipment and
have invested in this type of prevention from the start during the
transfer to PROFINET. The rewards were not long in coming: SOS
missions are practically no longer necessary in these branches of
industry in the meantime and maintenance can be carried out based
on conditions. The invested sums have been offset several times by
the saved “emergency costs”.
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DIAGRAM
Calibration and troubleshooting

43 %
calibration

57 %

troubleshooting

Total inspection number

2015

2016

2017

677

646

547

Based on the total number of all inspections, the proportion
of “SOS missions” is constant at 1/3 – thus more than every

Troubleshooting

59 %

54 %

second troubleshooting is an unplanned emergency inspection.

57 %

This at least according to Indu-Sol‘s numbers – internationally,
Calibration

41 %

46 %

no verifiable figures are available yet, unfortunately.

43 %
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CALLS
Simple errors are more frequently avoided by building up a knowledge base
In 2017, Indu-Sol‘s measurement engineers were on the road 547
times upon customer request to evaluate the quality of the data communication on-site in the networks installed there. Although the total
number of inspections declined compared to previous years (see table
on page 5), the average duration of an inspection extended from 13
hours (2015) to 16.5 hours (2017).

The tendency towards more complex troubleshootings can be clearly recognised here. Simple causes such as wrong wiring or terminal
resistors that were not set are becoming less frequent reasons for requesting inspections by Indu-Sol. The investments of the maintenance
departments of manufacturing companies in training for handling the
respectively installed automation technology are therefore bearing
clearly recognisable fruit.

A further result of that is the increase of inspections for determining
the communication quality in a PROFINET network (see diagram on
page 7). Increasingly, these are planned inspections for preventative,
regular analysis to identify weak spots early on and to provide precautions. The still established PROFIBUS shows that new systems hardly
go online anymore with this technology but there is a generally stable
need for service though for the installed base of the existing systems.
Additionally, electromagnetic interferences should also always be checked as possible causes.
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DIAGRAM
Why customers request inspections by Indu-Sol
Further

2015

Further

2016

2017

55 %

49 %

45 %

28%

32 %

36 %

5%

6%

7%

5%

5%

5%

2%

4%

4%

5%

4%

3%
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CAUSES OF MALFUNCTION
Diagnosis-capable infrastructure components on the advance
If, as a result of an inspection, it turns out that the cause for
a reduced communication quality actually lies in the network,
the precise cause can be quite varied. It can be generally noted
that a sudden “bus death” is rather rare. It is more likely that
cabling, connectors, and software or devices succumb to operational, slow wear. Their gradually decreasing function could be
detected early on by a permanent network monitoring (PNM) so
that maintenance measures can be taken as required. If such
equipment would be installed comprehensively we would surely
know with more precision how to explain the sudden jump of
the proportion of dilapidated cabling as the cause for a poor
communication quality. Possibly the next issue of the VORTEX
will provide further insight in the upcoming year.
But no matter whether cabling, connectors or devices are the
cause  −   the proportion of these three categories for causing
malfunctions adds up to 67 % in any case and thus is the largest
area. Their diagnosis will increasingly become the task of infrastructure components in decentralised network structures. For
PROFIBUS networks, diagnosis repeaters are already available
with capability to analyse the physical and logical transmission quality. Ethernet-based networks which are becoming more
established in the automation area must follow here as soon as
possible. First switches with corresponding functions are already
available.
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DIAGRAM
Typical sources of error found during measurement calls
Excessive cable length

Other
EMC

Cable
Software & Devices

Connectors

Category

Typical sources of error

Share

Cable

Breakage, bends or other mechanical stress; chemical exposure; environmental
exposure (cold, heat, oil, …)

31 %

EMC

Excessive shielding currents; insufficient or lack of equipotential bonding;
bad or no shielding termination

23 %

Connectors

Badly assembled connectors/terminators; improperly connected; badly designed
connectors

20 %

Software & Devices

Unshielded or old devices (defective transmitters); firmware problems; defective
device electronics

16 %

Excessive cable length

Exceeding the specified max. cable length

4%

Other

Operator or other human error; improper or unfavourable network architecture; stubs;
excessive network load

6%
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OUTLOOK
Application and network go separate ways; switches are becoming more important
Until just a few years ago, production networks were designed as
basically isolated units with a PLC. The monitoring of the respective
application and the corresponding network proved to be relatively
easy. In practical application though, more structures are encountered in which several PLCs as well as protocols of other applications communicate in one network. When you think this networking
through with an eye on Industry 4.0, you realise that new ways for
diagnosis must be found. For example, PROFINET switches can always
be parametrised to only one controller  −  where would a possibly occurring malfunction be reported to and how can the responsible service technician efficiently localise the source?
The increasing degree of networking and the trend towards decentralised network structures place new performance demands on switches
as intelligent nodes of data traffic. Since more and more applications
run parallel across the same network, switches need to be capable of
prioritising data flows, anticipate their routes and ensure the arrival
of time-critical telegrams so that the respective automation processes are not endangered. And since increasingly more communication
“bypasses the PLC”, they have to be increasingly capable of performing a communication diagnosis so that all events in a network are
recorded reliably. Based on the generally large number of switches
that are installed in an automation network, a means for central
read-out of all switches is still needed to keep the maintenance
practical. The illustration shows an example configuration for such
a structure.
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SAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Who says A gets B: If network and application go separate ways,
the switches migrate from the machine level to the hall level !
Report (internal)

OPC request

Alarm (external)

“Failure network”
Plant operator

“Failure network”
Maintenance / Services

nt

nt

Clie

Clie

Control system

Network analysis
Remote access
via VPN

ail
E-Mver
Ser

Visualisation server

Guideance system network

WORLD WIDE WEB

(Ethernet TCP/ IP)

Control level

e®
nag
ma
PRO NT
ver
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Remote Service
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PROmanage® NT - internal

Remote external
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(Ethernet)
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Functional group level

PROmanage® NT - external

Machine 1

PROFINET

PROFINET

Interlinking
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Machine 2
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